Introduction

General background
During recent decades, the number of natural disasters has increased globally. In particular, from 1980 to 2009, the number of weather-related disasters more than doubled (Neumayer and Barthel, 2011) . The number and extent of natural disasters are likely to continue to increase in the future (IPCC, 2012) . Therefore, it is increasingly important to understand how natural disasters affect ecosystems and people, and how ecosystems and people respond, recover, and adapt to natural disasters.
In this chapter, we illustrate the vulnerability of coupled human and natural systems to natural disasters. We use a broad definition of vulnerability as "the degree to which a system is likely to experience harm due to exposure to a hazard, either a perturbation or stress/stressor" (Turner et al., 2003) . A related concept, resilience, is defined as the capacity or ability of a system to recover quickly from external hazards (Adger et al., 2005 , Folke, 2006 . Some scholars have conceptualized vulnerability in three components. That is, the vulnerability of a system is a function of (1) the exposure, (2) the sensitivity to hazardous conditions, and (3) the capacity (or resilience) to respond and recover (or adapt) to the effects of hazards (Adger, 2006 , Gallopin, 2006 , Smit and Wandel, 2006 ). An emerging vulnerability literature has thus tried to understand what kinds of conditions make a system exposed to hazards and what types of measures enhance the resilience of a system to hazards (Adger et al., 2005 , Berke and Campanella, 2006 , Folke, 2006 , Gunderson, 2010 , Klein and Zellmer, 2007 . For instance, studies have found that a diverse economy (Berke and Campanella, 2006) and cross-scale interactions from state, federal, and international organizations (Adger et al., 2005) have helped human communities recover from disasters. Some flood prevention strategies, insurance programs, and regulatory policies accelerated the recovery of some communities from floods while other policies aggravated the vulnerability of other communities to floods (Klein and Zellmer, 2007) . Some measures (e.g., building levees along a river to control floods) that are adaptive in the short term may become maladaptive in the long run. Ultimately, transformational adaptations (e.g., evacuation and relocation of human settlements) have to be adopted (Kates et al., 2012) . Due to the lack of quantitative indicators, especially a lack of direct vulnerability indicators for human systems, there is little systematic and quantitative evidence on the vulnerability of coupled human and natural systems to disasters (Cutter et al., 2003 , Yang et al., 2013a , 2015 .
In response to the lack of quantitative indicators to measure vulnerability and factors affecting it, we conducted a systematic study in Wolong Nature Reserve based on years of data and numerous analyses of them. Specifically, we used the index system of human dependence on ecosystem services (IDES), as described in Chapter 5,
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Summary
The number and scale of natural disasters have increased in the past few decades and may continue to rise in the future. Thus, it is crucial to understand quantitatively how to reduce the vulnerability, enhance the resilience, and increase the adaptive capacity of coupled human and natural systems to natural disasters. In this chapter, we demonstrated the utility of two quantitative indicators-the index system of human dependence on ecosystem services (IDES) and the human well-being index (HWBI)-in disaster research in our model coupled system of Wolong Nature Reserve. Models integrating the two indices helped to characterize the response of coupled systems to disasters. Results show that the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake caused a decline of 48% and 12.6% in dependence on ES and human well-being, respectively. Disadvantaged people who lacked access to different forms of capital suffered most from disasters both in terms of direct impacts and the post-disaster recovery. We found that the earthquake recovery and restoration plan helped to improve the overall adaptive capacity at the reserve level but did not restore and even deteriorated adaptive capacity at the household level. Our findings suggest that the design of disaster recovery and restoration plans should target capacity building at multiple levels, adapt to local contexts, and account for uncertainties. The methods and findings from our study may provide insights for such future research in Wolong and many other areas around the globe.
